
Our growing company is hiring for a testing coordinator. We appreciate you taking
the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you
don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your
level of experience.

Responsibilities for testing coordinator

Evaluates the TPS to ensure it meets the general instrumentation plan and
contains sufficient information to initiate the instrumentation process
Coordinates with Instrumentation Program Engineer or Instrumentation
Design Engineer to determine if TestProjectSheet (TPS) has necessary
information to be approved
Work with Instrumentation Requesting Engineer to fill out missing or
incomplete fields and then approve TestProjectSheet (TPS)
Review request for business impact to schedule/cost as needed
Drive execution of the Test Vehicle program through schedule ownership and
communication of forecasted dates relative to targets
Evaluate effects of instrumentation on engine operation (blockage, securing
leadouts, etc) with Engineering System Engineer
Track which data will be monitored transiently and work with Engineering
System Engineer to priority and phasing in case of over-instrumentation
Communicate with Test Engineer to understand changes to instrumentation
on engine (submitted in EICS) and flow back to Instrumentation Design
Engineers, Instrumentation Requesting Engineers and Hardware Design
Engineers
Coordinate post-test evaluation activities and compile information for
Tollgate 10 with Test Engineer
Provide input to certification, qualification, or engineering reports
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Leads and documents instrumentation module level perfection reviews (PRs)
with Assembly, Instrumentation Design Engineers, Hardware Design
Engineers and Instrumentation Requesting Engineers
Drives Open Plan schedule for test vehicle
Oversee sensory research for Panera Bread
Design, program, and test customer surveys for live testing
Engage with the food concept team, strategy, and other departments to plan
and manage on-going testing of different recipes, ingredients, and other
future developments
Manage the sensory testing program including welcome, sign in, survey
trouble shooting, and food service on the day


